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Novel Support for Chronic Heart Failure, Arrhythmia and Coronary Artery Blockage
By Silas Hoffman
We are losing the battle against the leading preventable cause of premature death: heart disease.
In 2005, one in eight death certificates—representing 292,214 deceased Americans—
mentioned heart failure.1
Prescription drugs and surgery are routine treatments, but there remains a need for agents
that modulate multiple cardiac risk factors.
The term cardiotonic refers to any compound that bolsters normal heart function even
under less-than-ideal conditions. Scientists have identified two botanical extracts that
deliver
this cardiotonic protection! 2-4
Extracts from the hawthorn leaf and flower and those from an Indian shrub called arjuna have long been used in traditional
medical systems for heart and circulatory conditions.4-9
Scientific studies now demonstrate that these extracts generate a dual effect: they help to prevent —and reverse the
diseaseprogression indicators of existing cardiovascular disease.2,10-13

HAWTHORN: NEW EFFICACY DATA
Hawthorn (Crataegus) is a genus of small, flowering trees in the rose family, closely related to
apples and pears.3, 4 For centuries, traditional medical systems have used the fruit, leaves, and
bark for various applications on heart health.5-9
Hawthorn extracts are widely prescribed in Europe for managing mild heart failure, either alone
or as add-on therapy with standard drugs. In Germany, hawthorn extracts are recognized as
drugs. Hawthorn extracts are referred to as a cardiotonic because of their ability to increase the
heart’s muscle tone.2
Hawthorn extracts contain dozens of biologically active molecules including flavonoids
and
polyphenols. The hawthorn polyphenol most thoroughly studied in humans is oligomeric procyanidins. A typical
hawthorn dose provides between 30 and about 340 mg a day of
procyanidins.5, 7, 14
A 2012 study identified an effect of hawthorn that enable it to suppress potentially deadly blood clotting signals within
arteries.12 In addition, hawthorn displays anti-inflammatory effects in blood vessels,14 and improves the health of
endothelial cells that line arteries.15 The endothelium is where oxidized LDL first accumulates, setting the stage for
atherosclerosis and heart attack.

Hawthorn extracts specifically counteract many of the underlying biological responses that predispose aging humans to heart
attack. Hawthorn has additional characteristics that strengthen and tone the heart muscle,2 making it a potential adjuvant
therapy in the face of congestive heart failure.

ARJUNA: BROAD-SPECTRUM CARDIAC PROTECTION
The arjuna tree is native to India, where its bark has been used in Ayurvedic medicine for
centuries, mainly as a cardiotonic.4 Like hawthorn, arjuna extracts contain a wide variety of
active biomolecules, especially polyphenols and flavonoids.4,13
Arjuna extracts exert anti-inflammatory effects that help combat the excessive immune
response that leads to arterial plaque and blood vessel occlusions. 16-18 And they help restore
abnormal lipid (cholesterol) profiles that contributes to plaque formation. 16, 19
In addition, arjuna extracts enhance heart muscle tone, improving its “squeeze” and increasing
the amount of blood it can pump each second without exhaustion.13, 20, 21
Like hawthorn, arjuna is also considered cardiotonic, that is, it bolsters normal heart function even under less-than-ideal
conditions.

TABLE 1: THE TOLL OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE IN THE US1, 52

Coronary Heart Disease

Congestive Heart Failure

One in 5 Deaths in the US

Cited on 1 in 8 death certificates

Total Mortality/year: 445,687

Contributing cause of death: 292,214

New heart attacks/year: 785,000

New diagnoses/year: 670,000

Additional new “silent” attacks/year: 195,000

Prevalence: 5.8 million

Recurrent heart attacks/year: 470,000

Total Cost: $39.2 billion

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
Coronary heart disease results from narrowing of the main arteries that supply blood to the
heart muscle itself. Those arteries, over time, become oxidant-damaged, chronically
inflamed, and lipid-laden until their smaller diameter reduces the amount of blood that can
flow to the laboring heart muscle.
That restricted blood flow impairs heart muscle cells’ pumping ability. Coronary artery
occlusion is also painful, producing the symptom we call “angina,” or pain in the chest,
abdomen, and/or left arm. Many people, especially women with cardiac ischemia feel no
clear symptoms at all, however.
When a tiny blood clot blocks a jagged-narrowed coronary artery, the result is often a full-blown heart attack, with complete
loss of blood flow to an area of heart muscle. If the damaged area is large enough, the victim dies or becomes a cardiac
cripple.
If the area damaged by a coronary artery occlusion is small enough or if sufficient blood flow is restored from adjoining areas
of heart muscle, the victim survives, but with scar tissue.

If oxygenated blood flow is renewed, which is essential to survival, the result is a new surge of pro-oxidant damage to already
weakened muscle. This “ischemia-reperfusion injury” can complicate recovery and induce arrhythmias that take the lives of
those who, with a stronger heart at baseline, might have survived the original attack.
Hawthorn extracts rich in oligomeric procyanidins have multiple direct actions on the heart before, during, and even after
an ischemic event. These beneficial actions, even under challenging laboratory conditions, enhance survival.
Hawthorn scavenges reactive oxygen species (ROS) while enhancing heart muscle cells’ natural antioxidant defenses.22, 23
Animal studies reveal that hawthorn extracts boost coronary blood flow by up to 70%.24
When ischemia occurs, hawthorn extracts prevent ischemia-reperfusion injury to heart muscle cells both through antioxidant
effects and by changing how protective genes are expressed in response to the threat.23, 25-28 Ischemic hearts pre-treated
with hawthorn show improved function and smaller areas of dying tissue, reducing the mortality rate in animal studies fivefold. 26
Despite some theoretical interactions with cardiovascular drugs, none have been reported in the thousands of patients who
have used hawthorn extracts for heart health.5,6,8,31,32

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

Botanical Extracts Provide Peak Cardio Protection










Despite advances in medications, surgery, and supportive devices, cardiovascular
disease remains the leading killer of Americans.
Much of the damage that leads to cardiovascular disease arises from ancient
adaptations no longer needed in the modern world.
Two botanical extracts, from hawthorn and arjuna, naturally, gently, and effectively
counteract those out-of-date adaptations, protecting heart and vessel tissue against
oxidation, coagulation, inflammation, and fat accumulations.
Alone or in combination with conventional heart medications, these botanicals offer
superior cardiac toning, enhanced performance, and reduced mortality.
Consider supplementing with hawthorn and arjuna extracts as part of your cardio protective regimen.

ARJUNA COMPLEMENTS HAWTHORN
Arjuna extracts can amplify and complement the properties of hawthorn in prevention of
coronary artery disease. They were shown to have modest lipid-lowering effects at doses
used in ancient Indian medicine.33 In animal studies, arjuna reduces total and LDL
cholesterol, as well as triglycerides, raises protective HDL, and limits the size and number
of atherosclerotic lesions in the aorta.19, 34, 35
Humans treated with 500 mg daily of arjuna tree bark powder experienced a total
cholesterol drop of 9.7%.36 The same dose of an extract from the bark, given every 8
hours,
improved endothelial function, the ability of vital arteries to dilate and increase blood flow, by 9.3% in smokers, who
typically have terrible endothelial function.37

HAWTHORN’S “OTHER” CARDIAC BENEFITS

Protecting against Arrhythmia
A potentially lifesaving effect of hawthorn extract is a substantial reduction in the deadly arrhythmias, or irregular
heartbeats, that often follow or accompany ischemia and reperfusion.22 Supplementation prior to ischemia-reperfusion
reduced the prevalence of “malignant” arrhythmias (ventricular fibrillation and flutter) by six-fold in one animal study.29
Strengthening Heart Muscle
Hawthorn’s reputation as a cardiotonic is borne out by studies that demonstrate an increase in the contractile force of
ailing human heart muscle following administration of the extracts.2 Even sections of muscle from failing human hearts
being replaced by transplants respond favorably to hawthorn treatment, demonstrating a massive “squeeze enhancing”
effect similar to that produced by digitalis and other plant-derived glycoside medications.2
Modest LDL Reduction with Hawthorne
In a human trial in diabetics, the addition of a hawthorn extract to routine medications had modest lipid-lowering effects, with
400 mg three times daily producing a reduction in LDL cholesterol from 105 to 93 mg/dL .30 That same dose reduced
neutrophil elastase, an enzyme released from inflammatory cells that weakens connective tissue in heart and lung tissue,
and is a major contributor to later heart failure.30

Symptoms of heart failure vary greatly, but may include fluid retention, swelling of the extremities, difficulty
breathing, and, importantly, reduction in exercise tolerance.
Arjuna has exceptional efficacy in reducing episodes of angina, both alone and in combination with standard anti-angina
drugs such as isosorbide mononitrate, in patients with stable angina (chest pain induced by activity with absence of prolonged
pain at rest). Reductions in anginal frequency of 50% or more have been noted in patients taking 200 to 500 mg daily.10, 38-40
Studies also reveal a prolongation of exercise time before echocardiogram abnormalities on the treadmill test in subjects
supplementing with arjuna extracts; all patients remained on their regular cardiac medications as well. 38, 39 One dramatic
study demonstrated that both arjuna and the drug, isosorbide reduced anginal attacks significantly, but only arjunasupplemented patients had significant improvement in their hearts’ blood pumping abilities. 10
Like hawthorn, arjuna extracts possess powerful cardio-protective characteristics that can save heart muscle cells during
ischemia or ischemia-reperfusion injury.18
Multiple human trials with arjuna have demonstrated no serious side effects or drug interactions.38, 39
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CHRONIC HEART FAILURE
Heart failure describes a condition in which the heart lacks the ability to deliver sufficient blood flow to meet existing needs,
both at rest and during exertion.
As the failing heart works harder and harder, it grows in size, but its muscle stretches eventually to the point at which it can no
longer keep up with the blood returning from the circulation. That produces “congestion,” blood backing up into the liver and
other organs (right-sided heart failure), or into the lungs (left-sided heart failure). These conditions are often referred to as
congestive heart failure.
Symptoms of heart failure vary greatly, but may include fluid retention, swelling of the extremities, difficulty breathing, and,
importantly, reduction in exercise tolerance. TABLE 2 shows the standard classifications of heart failure according to the New
York State Heart Association’s definitions.41
Numerous clinical studies demonstrate hawthorn’s effectiveness alone or as add-on therapy to regular drugs, especially for
mild (Class II) heart failure.
Hawthorn extracts improve a host of objective measures of heart failure, including cardiac oxygen consumption, blood
pressure, heart rate, percent of blood pumped per heartbeat, percent of heart muscle contracting (as seen on
echocardiograms).42-46 Placebo recipients in these studies often suffer deterioration during the study period. 43
Dramatic improvements in exercise tolerance on bicycle or treadmill testing are attributed to hawthorn supplementation.
Patients experience increased exercise time until ECG abnormalities, increased maximal workload, fewer arrhythmias, and
fewer extra heartbeats.44-48

TABLE 2: NEW YORK HEART ASSOCIATION CLASSIFICATION OF HEART FAILURE 41

Class

Patient Symptoms

Class I (Mild) No limitation of physical activity. Ordinary physical activity does not cause undue
fatigue, palpitation, or shortness of breath.
Class II (Mild) Slight limitation of physical activity. Comfortable at rest, but ordinary physical activity
results in fatigue, palpitation, or shortness of breath.
Class III
(Moderate)

Marked limitation of physical activity. Comfortable at rest, but less than ordinary
activity causes fatigue, palpitation, or shortness of breath.

Class IV
(Severe)

Unable to carry out any physical activity without discomfort. Symptoms of cardiac
insufficiency (fatigue, palpitations, shortness of breath) at rest. If any physical activity
is undertaken, discomfort is increased.

Patients with Class II heart failure who supplement with hawthorn can also expect improvements in their symptoms; they have
less shortness of breath, ankle swelling, fatigue, and palpitations, while enjoying improved overall quality of life. 43, 44, 47-49
In one study, 83% of patients taking hawthorn had less ankle swelling, and 50% had a reduced need to urinate at night (a
common complaint in heart failure).44 That study also showed that nearly 66% of patients felt better after 24 weeks of
supplementation.
Perhaps the most compelling data come from a study showing a 41% reduction in the risk of sudden cardiac death among
heart failure patients with the best baseline heart performance who were taking hawthorn. 50 Sudden death is the most-feared
and unpredictable consequence of chronic heart failure.

In evaluating dosing of hawthorn extracts, it’s important to compare not only the dose in milligrams in the supplement, but also
the total amount of the vital oligomeric polyphenols (OPC) that’s actually delivered. Supplements may vary by their oligomeric
polyphenols concentration, but the total delivered dose should be comparable.
Typical doses of hawthorn extracts to achieve these effects range from 80 to 450 mg twice daily, which deliver 30 to 169
mg/day of oligomeric polyphenols , though one study of 1800 mg/day (providing 338 mg/day of OPC) demonstrated safety
and improved patient symptom ratings in a group of people with Class III (moderate severity) heart failure. 42, 44
Hawthorn’s effects are so powerful that theoretical concerns have been raised about its interactions with other heart
medications, especially the “cardiac glycosides” such as digitalis and digoxin. A human volunteer trial, however, demonstrated
no detectable interactions after 3 weeks of treatment with digoxin 0.25 mg/day and hawthorn 900 mg/day (delivering OPC at
169 mg/day).51
Arjuna extracts produce even more remarkable improvements in chronic heart failure patients. One study evaluated arjuna at
a dose of 500 mg every 8 hours in patients with severe, Class IV heart failure, not responding to standard medications, which
were continued throughout the study.11 Supplemented patients, but not controls, had improvement in all clinical signs of heart
failure, and had better objective outcomes on echocardiograms, including reductions in heart volume and pressures, and
increases in the amount and percent of blood pumped with each beat.
In that study, 100% of arjuna-supplemented patients improved from Class IV (basically bedridden) to Class III (moderate)
heart failure, an enormous change.11 Perhaps even more compelling is the finding that, by the study’s 4th month, 75% of the
arjunasupplemented patients had moved down to Class II (from Class III). No patients in the placebo group experienced such
remarkable progress.
In another trial, Class III patients on the same dose of arjuna achieved similar echocardiogram results. In this study, all
arjunasupplemented patients improved all the way to Class I heart failure, which is defined as having no symptoms of heart
failure at all.10
None of these studies detected meaningful side effects from the use of arjuna as an add-on therapy.

SUMMARY
Tens of millions of Americans suffer coronary artery blockage, arrhythmia, and/or congestive
heart failure. Most don’t know they are slowly developing these problems as a consequence of
normal aging.
Life Extension members take nutrients like CoQ10, PQQ, carnitine, lipoic acid, and fish oil to
help protect against the epidemic of heart disease (and stroke) that strikes so many maturing
humans.
Hawthorn and arjuna extracts function via novel cardio-protective mechanisms that have
demonstrated remarkable efficacy in the clinical setting.
These extracts, alone or as add-on therapy to existing heart medications, have proven safe and
effective in slowing and even reversing the deadly progress of angina, heart attack, and chronic heart failure. Those with
preexisting cardiovascular health issues should consider supplementing with these botanical agents, after consultation with
their healthcare provider.
If you have any questions on the scientific content of this article, please call a Life Extension® Health Advisor at 1-866-8643027.
Reprinted with permission of Life Etension®
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These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, tr eat, cure or
prevent any disease.
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